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This article analyzes US intervention in the Italian election of 1948 and the influence of 

the campaign on attempts to formulate a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to defeat 

Soviet Communism. The approach, which looked to utilize ‘all means short of war’, was 

subsequently dubbed ‘Political Warfare’. Due to the improvised nature of intervention in 

Italy, the US Ambassador in Rome, James C. Dunn, played a particularly significant role 

through his efforts on the ground and in helping to encourage a ‘perception of victory’ that 

surrounded the final outcome. The campaign in Italy contributed to the core of an 

emerging Political Warfare strategy, but one that overlooked the crucial contribution of 

Italian actors, which in the long term compromised both Italian – American relations and 

US attempts at expanding Political Warfare. 
 

 
Two weeks before Italians voted in their country‘s national election of 1948, US 

Ambassador to Rome, James Clement Dunn, met the 500th shipment of aid sent to Italy 

as part of a dramatic American campaign to assist non-Communist groups to defeat the 

Italian Communist Party (PCI). Addressing a gathering of public and press, Dunn 

proclaimed that ‗at this moment there are seventy-five ships at sea and in Italian ports 

and the 600th ship of this program will arrive in Italy within two weeks. And there are 

more to come. It is not an exaggeration to say that, without these supplies, the history of 

Italy during the past winter would have been very different‘.
1
 Such self-exultation was a 

familiar feature of a programme of highly visible publicity that accompanied US aid in 

the lead-up to the election. Designed with the specific intention of influencing Italian 

voters to reject the left-wing bloc, Dunn‘s speech also 
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alluded to a sentiment that enjoyed tremendous currency in and around the US 

government before and after the vote: one of American involvement being a crucial 

factor in the final outcome.  
Just 16 months before, the country had ranked poorly on the list of pressing issues 

facing US policymakers, however, the election of April 1948 provided a rallying point 

for an American campaign that developed into a seminal case which outlined how 

Communism could be defeated in Europe. In so doing, it revealed how the Truman 

Administration perceived the threat posed by the Soviet Union and the nature of the 

battle they would wage. The US utilized propaganda, psychological warfare and covert 

operations, but, furthermore, attempted to integrate these methods with overt 

programmes in support of an evolving strategy that responded to, and ultimately 

transcended, the case of the Italian election. The campaign was distinctive, not in its 

introduction of a novel way to combat Soviet Communism, but in demonstrating the need 

for a more comprehensive, cohesive US strategy in the Cold War. It not only highlighted 

the methods that would be required, but stressed the importance of the organization of 

means, and the relationship of both to desired objectives.
2
  

Although the newly established National Security Council (NSC) considered the 

concept of psychological warfare, the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) juggled 

with a small-scale covert operations mandate, and numerous autonomous and 

government-funded organizations conducted propaganda domestically and overseas, 

question marks remained regarding bureaucratic lines of coordination and control. 

During the Italian campaign, this tension was resolved through the activities of 

individuals such as Dunn, who became a key American official on the ground during 

the most significant international event in the developing Cold War.  
Through the application of political, economic, military, and cultural initiatives, the 

Italian example focused and accelerated debates at a time when bureaucratic disputes 

over control and organization threatened to undermine any attempt toward constructing a 

comprehensive strategy. The approach, witnessed in Italy and theorized in Washington, 

went beyond overt diplomatic and economic policies, and contributed to an expansion of 

the makeup and function of the National Security State. Although nominally overseen by 

the NSC, the outlook was driven by strategists within the State Department and it was the 

Policy Planning Staff (PPS) who first defined the concept and applied the term ‗Political 

Warfare‘. Appealing for its widespread adoption, the PPS led by influential US strategist 

George F. Kennan elucidated in June 1948: 
 

In broadest definition, political warfare is the employment of all the means at a 
nation‘s command, short of war, to achieve its national objectives. Such operations 
are both overt and covert. They range from such overt actions as political alliances, 
economic measures (as E[uropean] R[ecovery] P[rogram]), and ‗white‘ 
propaganda to such covert operations as clandestine support of ‗friendly‘ foreign 
elements, ‗black‘ psychological warfare and even encouragement of underground 

resistance in hostile states.
3
 

 
Yet in the desire to apply and extend Political Warfare on a broader scale, the US lost 

track of the important local dimension critical to its success. This was the case with the 
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Italian campaign itself, whereby local actors worked in close tandem with the US to 
achieve a common goal of preventing a Communist accession to power.  

High-level officials in the Christian Democrat Party (DC) and Socialist Workers 

Party (PSLI), who enjoyed an intimate working relationship with the US 

Ambassador, and partly through their rapport with Dunn, played a distinct role in 

encouraging US intervention in Italy. The Vatican was also keen to see the defeat of 

‗Godless‘ Soviet Communism and they too encouraged US intervention in Italy.
4
 

However, groups advocating US involvement did so with their own narratives in 

mind. While looking to extract economic and political support from Washington 

through Dunn, Italian politicians also attempted to use such assistance in their own 

domestic and international programmes. The DC for one was particularly keen to 

emphasize the spectre of a Communist-controlled peninsula to consolidate US 

backing for the party, its prominent position within Italian politics, and for its leader, 

the Italian Prime Minister Alcide De Gasperi. Yet, in fear of compromising 

distinctly Italian goals, those in receipt of US support would at times be forced to 

make concerted efforts to moderate US enthusiasm for greater intervention in the 

electoral debate.
5
 Ultimately, local actors, particularly the DC and Vatican, made a 

powerful case against the PCI that drew on a standing within, and knowledge of, 

Italian society that no degree of US intervention could replicate.
6
  

While Dunn has faded into the historical sunset, the nature of his involvement 

amid the US campaign during the 1948 Italian election helps shed more light on a 

period when US strategy was under consideration on both a theoretical and practical 

level. Rather than an attempt to recover an influential and overlooked diplomat from 

the annals of history, a consideration of the Ambassador‘s role reveals a practical 

significance at a time when US policy, both toward and beyond Italy, was in 

transition between 1947 and 1948.
7
 Moreover, his function was required by the US 

as the Italian campaign developed into an extraordinary case, which unfolded at a 

time when fundamental tenets of strategy and foreign policy were being deliberated, 

but remained undetermined. Political Warfare was more than an ad hoc, expedient 

manner of dealing with the Italian election, in that it offered an opportunity to 

harmonize the means and ends for an American strategy not only to contain the 

Soviet Union, but also to defeat it. 
 
 
The Realignment of Policy and Identifying the New Threat 
 
Dunn had made steady progress through the ranks of the State Department to put himself 

in line for the job of Ambassador to Italy. Having served as Director of the Office of 

European Affairs, Assistant Secretary of State and as a member of the US missions at 

Dumbarton Oaks and the Council of Foreign Minister meetings between 1944 and 1946 

(including key peace treaty negotiations in Berlin and Paris), Dunn had an established 

Foreign Service background and rich post-war diplomatic experience.
8
 However the rise 

was not altogether without controversy for it faced challenges at various junctures. As 

part of the American delegation at the United Nations 
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Conference on International Organizations (UNCIO) in 1945, Dunn came under fierce 

criticism for comments he made supporting the participation of Franco‘s Spain. A 

barrage of outraged letters to President Truman demanded Dunn‘s resignation for an act 

deemed symptomatic of widespread Fascist sympathies permeating the State 

Department.
9
 The matter resurfaced when discussions over the replacement of Alexander 

Kirk as Ambassador to Italy began in February 1946. Expressing his concern to the 

President upon hearing of Dunn‘s candidacy, the Chaplain of the US Senate noted ‗his 

well known Franco record would make his selection a tragedy and a travesty in the 

judgment of many outstanding Americans who have talked to me about the immediate 

future of our relations with Italy‘, and concluded that Dunn‘s appointment would amount 

to a gesture of ‗disguised Fascism‘.
10

  
Nevertheless, the State Department stood by his nomination for the assignment to 

Italy. Considered indicative of staunch anti-Communism as opposed to support for 

Fascism, the sentiment was at home in an administration where the influence of men like 

George Kennan, Dean Acheson and James Forrestal was increasingly significant. An 

issue of more importance, however, was how meaningful Dunn‘s posting would prove to 

be. Italy had long been in the diplomatic backwaters, and although officially announced 

as Ambassador in July 1946, Dunn continued as Assistant Secretary of State at the Paris 

Peace Conference, during which the controversial Italian Peace Treaty was drafted. 

Despite Italian protestations over the agreement and mounting economic hardship, 

concern for the country registered low on the list of American priorities for Europe. In 

many respects Italy was an unassuming post, which was filled by an experienced career 

diplomat, who despite earlier notoriety was generally unknown.  
The change in attitude toward Italy came as the Truman Administration began to 

openly confront Communism on a broader scale. As ‗Containment‘ gained more 

credence throughout 1946, with the resolution of potential crises over Iran and the 

Dardanelle Straits coupled with a newly elected Republican Congress, the 

Administration began to toughen its stance vis-a`-vis the Soviet Union. Through a 

combination of domestic and international developments, the tone of the US 

government became distinctly more confrontational toward international Commun-

ism and was famously expressed in Truman‘s address to Congress on 12 March 

1947. Yet while the rhetoric had begun to change, as of the start of 1947 the 

government did not have a systematic structure to follow through on their 

expressions to block Soviet expansionism. The US had responded to international 

developments, although this was not thanks to a coherent policy that outlined areas 

of national security importance, or through an infrastructure that enabled the 

Administration to initiate foreign policy rather than react to Stalin‘s manoeuvres.  
The excitement surrounding Kennan‘s ‗Long Telegram‘ was in part because it was the 

first attempt to address the lack of a clear strategy, instantly catapulting the author into 

prominence in Washington policymaking and public opinion circles. However, the famed 

strategist did not officially rejoin the government until May 1947 when the PPS was 

created at the behest of the recently appointed Secretary of State, George Marshall. 

Although Marshall‘s arrival helped galvanize the State Department into a 
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more efficient agency providing diplomats with a greater say in decision-making, the 

overall US foreign policy structure remained deficient.
11

 The PPS was designed to 

fill the immediate void in identifying and responding to US national security 

priorities, although the capabilities available to the government to implement 

recommendations were limited to overt, particularly economic, means. It was not 

until the inception of the National Security Act in July 1947 that these issues began 

to be addressed; however, in the meantime, problems in Europe began to intensify.  
As the first signs of change were witnessed in the US, Italy slowly re-emerged as 

a case of importance to American policymakers: a trend accelerated by the efforts of 

Italian politicians. Amid a period of great upheaval in both Washington and Rome, 

De Gasperi visited the US in January 1947 with the aim of forging a closer 

relationship between the Truman Administration and his Christian Democrats. With 

problems mounting at home, the Italian Prime Minister embarked on a mission to 

establish the DC as a reliable partner for the US, in exchange for political and 

economic support. Indeed, State Department Italian specialists had recognized the 

need for De Gasperi to return to Italy with a tangible financial reward to boost his 

prestige and domestic political standing.
12

 Although the DC represented the single 

most popular political party following the Constituent Assembly election of June 

1946, the PCI and then unified Socialists (PSIUP) together polled more votes. The 

two parties frequently ran on a joint ticket during communal and regional elections 

throughout the rest of 1946 and, furthermore, continued to outperform the DC.
13

 

The rise of the left wing appeared to confirm US suspicions of a wider Communist 

offensive in Western Europe, and De Gasperi found anti-Communism a useful 

political bargaining chip during talks with US officials.  
The most pertinent accounts of the visit stress that its crucial consequence lay in the 

establishment of a formal American commitment to Italy and an endorsement of De 

Gasperi and his party. Despite a significantly smaller loan from the Export – Import 

Bank than the Italians has originally hoped, coupled with an arduous loan negotiation 

process, the $100m figure eventually approved represented a symbolic gesture of a long-

term US commitment to the DC that outweighed any tangible financial benefit.
14

 As 

such, the Christian Democrats and Truman Administration embarked on a partnership 

that provided the Italians with economic and political assistance in their fight against the 

PCI, while the US acquired an ally who would serve their broader geopolitical, 

economic, and ideological goals in fighting European Communism. The trip represented 

a triumph for De Gasperi in securing assistance without anything concrete to offer in 

return aside from assurance of a mutual concern over Communism, with Italian officials 

noting their pleasure at the positive conclusions from the first post-war occasion where 

‗the leader of a defeated nation ha[d] contact with one from a victorious country on equal 

terms‘.
15

 While his stance struck a chord with the American government, De Gasperi‘s 

visit was keenly noted by a prominent Italian-American community, private groups and 

American trade unions.
16

 These groups would later play a key role in instigating vast 

American-based propaganda initiatives that would urge Italians to vote DC on 18 April 

1948. 
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Building upon the amicable relations cultivated during De Gasperi‘s visit, the new 

US concern for Italy was demonstrated by the arrival of the new Ambassador to 
Rome in February 1947, supported by an Embassy which itself saw a dramatic 

turnover of personnel.
17

 According to one Italian official Dunn was ‗extremely 

interested‘ in De Gasperi‘s trip, and in attending many of the key meetings was 

provided with a bipartisan account of the current political and social climate in Italy 

that stressed Communist culpability for unrest.
18

 This sentiment was reinforced as 

Dunn began work in Rome when PSLI leader Giuseppe Saragat – fresh from the split 
in the Italian Socialist movement – informed the Ambassador that the problem of 
poverty in Italy was linked to Communist terror campaigns that bordered ‗on the 

psychopathic‘ that had brought the country to a ‗pre-totalitarian stage‘.
19

  
Dunn proved receptive to charges of PCI responsibility for many of the problems 

facing Italy and his own analysis reinforced this notion, albeit with frequent input from 

anti-Communist Italian politicians. Although the standard practice of Ambassadorial 

work, Dunn incorporated much of what he was told by friendly sources in analyses, with 

one CIA agent commenting how ‗[policy] guidance came from men like De Gasperi . . . 

[while] our embassy in Rome had been effective, certainly, and they knew the players 

very well . . . We relied a lot upon their intelligence‘.
20

 Part of the problem was due to 

the ineffective attempts at centralized intelligence through the Central Intelligence Group 

(CIG), which had replaced the wartime Office of Strategic Services (OSS) as a source of 

foreign information.
21

 Although instructed to collate foreign information, the CIG was 

fraught with bureaucratic problems and rivals that looked to prevent it from coordinating 

intelligence, as well as external voices seeking to prevent it from developing into a 

maverick operational arm like the OSS.
22

 As such, until the creation of the CIA, reports 

emanating from US Embassies and Consulates, particularly those in Europe, were of 

further significance as the key source of foreign information available to US 

policymakers.
23

  
Dunn‘s reports confirmed existing fears in Washington that Europe was on the 

verge of collapse and that Communism was manifesting itself amid the harsh 

economic climate.
24

 The Ambassador stated that the current coalition government 

was an ‗unholy marriage between the Christian Democrats, the Rightist parties and 

the Communists‘, echoing the opinion of the Vatican, which was also growing 

increasingly concerned over the Italian political situation.
25

 The Embassy began to 

outline a ‗psychological‘ problem facing many Italians, which, whether through an 

abundance of Communist propaganda or a lack of US publicity, was impeding Italy‘s 

ability to fight against the growth of Communism. Italian actors also played an active 

role in encouraging such sentiments in a bid to encourage US financial assistance. 

After the announcement of the Truman Doctrine, Dunn reported that: 
 

[The] implications for Italy of proposed US aid to Greece and Turkey have of 
course not been lost upon government here. From conversations with [Foreign 
Minister, Carlo] Sforza‘s young men we have impression Italian Government will 
take every opportunity during next few months to point out similarity of Italian 
economic and political problems with those of Greece and Turkey. 
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An Italian request for aid along the lines proposed for the other ailing Mediterranean 

nations was quoted as around $800m, which, if given, ‗would have a healthy 

psychological effect upon the Italian people‘. The Italian Foreign Ministry 

emphasized how such a loan would stabilize the country and provide ‗infinitely 

more effective propaganda‘ than the US had been able to generate through its current 

form of piecemeal assistance.
26

  
While ‗white propaganda‘ was in short supply, there was also the potentially 

damaging impact of ‗black psychological warfare‘. The embassy press attache´ had 

warned the Ambassador that ‗most Italian newspapers are significant primarily as 

weapons of propaganda‘, and this was soon graphically illustrated by an article 

appearing in the Communist newspaper l’Unita, which accused Embassy officials of 

tacitly supporting a proliferation in Italian neo-Fascist terrorist organizations.
27

 

While Dunn was not implicated in the charges he noted how his staff, the State 

Department and the Truman Doctrine had all become targets of a Communist ‗smear 

campaign‘ aimed at damaging the ‗ever present popularity of the US in this country 

which the Communists are of course trying to destroy‘.
28

 Dunn warned that the 

inability to either publicize the extent of American generosity or fight back 

Communist slurs compromised the entire US policy toward Italy: 
 

One of the greatest obstacles to the spread of communism here has been the action of the 

United States in assisting the economy of the country with food and raw materials and fuel 

which has provided employment. But we have not accompanied our action with 

adequate propaganda . . . Our practice of holding back from expressing ourselves on 

ideological views has given all the advantage to the other side and they have not hesitated to 

use it and abuse it. With all the efforts which have been made here since the war very little 

presentation of US policies and position has appeared in the Italian press. (That is why I 

have been making speeches recently on visits to the important cities and the press 

has carried them with a good spread.) We have assumed in the eyes of Italians a 

passive role as regards the growth of Italian communism . . . All the indications we 

receive and particularly the trend of local elections throughout Italy show that the 

communists are consistently gaining ground and that our policy to assist the development of 

a free and democratic Italy is losing ground.
29 

 
Dunn made it clear that the deepening crisis was ‗fundamentally psychological‘, but 

moreover grabbed the initiative by beginning a counter-offensive propaganda 

campaign.
30

 The origins of Dunn‘s addresses to the Italian public, which reached a 

crescendo in the run-up to the election, were established in the spring of 1947 when 

US propaganda efforts were either dysfunctional or nonexistent. Although the 

impetus did not come from the State Department, Marshall was quick to encourage 

the Ambassador to continue making highly publicized appearances. Dunn‘s robust 

oration also drew praise from the Italian Ambassador to Washington, Alberto 

Tarchiani, who noted the positive impact in the press and in various regions. Once 

more, the Italian Government helped to perpetuate ideas circulating in Washington 

regarding the success of Dunn‘s actions, but also reaffirmed the Ambassador‘s 

analysis by ‗paint[ing] in some detail much the same pessimistic picture that we 

have received from our Embassy reports‘.
31
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This was reflected on both a rhetorical and policymaking level, with Marshall 

declaring to Tarchiani that he ‗recognized the importance of aiding Italy from the 

psychological point of view‘. The Secretary of State ‗understood Ambassador Dunn 

was fortunately in ―good voice‖ [and] would be authorized to continue addressing 

the Italian public‘, before adding that he hoped ‗the programs of the Voice of 

America (VoA) to Italy could be stepped up‘.
32

 The positive impact of Dunn‘s work 

helped hasten Marshall‘s decision to expand the activity of the State Department‘s 

own radio service broadcasts. 
 
 
The Western European Quandary 
 
One of the largest concerns for American policymakers in giving economic assistance to 

Western European nations like Italy and France was the presence of Communist parties 

in coalition governments. Having assumed the Kremlin had ordered all Communist 

parties to sabotage American efforts at reconstructing Europe, there was tremendous fear 

that the loss of two Western European nations to Moscow would irreversibly damage US 

strategy and credibility. This anxiety was alleviated by the near-simultaneous ousting of 

left-wing groups in both countries in early May 1947. While possible to make parallels 

between the two cases and search for a hidden American hand in the process, scholarship 

utilizing French and Italian records demonstrates that the disintegration of the wartime 

anti-Fascist coalitions was predicated on local social, economic and cultural factors.
33

 

Undoubtedly, the French case shared many similarities with Italy, but there were also 

noticeable differences.
34

 The same can be said as regards the respective American 

Ambassadors, Jefferson Caffery in Paris and Dunn, who both fulfilled similar duties but 

in very different contexts. At the time the French and Italian Communists were jettisoned 

from the coalition governments, one prominent authority notes: ‗Washington‘s response 

to both crises was improvised, and both Ambassadors were taken by surprise. The myth 

of American ―orders‖ should be laid to rest.‘
35

  
Caffery and Dunn carried out their diplomatic duties but also provided Washington 

with local assessments at a time when their reports were of tremendous importance. 

However, the US had more trouble working with French politicians, while enjoying 

relatively greater freedom in their relations with Italy. Dunn was therefore less 

constrained in his dealings with Italian political and social leaders, and had greater 

leeway to manoeuvre. Moreover, key figures in the DC and PSLI had to accommodate 

the US Ambassador since he was the key go-between with Washington. Dunn was a 

crucial figure to the Italian and US governments, in part because of American diplomatic 

ambivalence toward Italian politics prior to 1947, while Caffery was under significantly 

less pressure given the history of Franco-American relations and since neither 

government relied on him in any comparable manner.
36

  
This reliance was exasperated by the immediacy of the Italian case due to imminent 

national elections, whereas France witnessed regional voting. Furthermore, the French 

Communist Party (PCF) posed less of a political threat compared to the PCI, which made 

the spectre of a democratically elected French Communist government less 
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probable and thereby placed less burden on Caffery to intricately entangle himself in local 

affairs.
37

 As a direct result, American covert initiatives were handled outside of the Paris 

Embassy while Dunn was at the heart of covert efforts in Rome. His Embassy would attempt 

an altogether trickier task of not only generating secret funds, but also sending money directly 

to Italian political parties. The significantly fewer covert channels available to the US in Italy 

further compounded the difficulty involved with Dunn‘s efforts.
38

 In contrast, the US 

benefited from a long-established clandestine network in France through the American 

Federation of Labor (AFL) and its influential Paris-based representative Irving Brown.
39

 The 

US effort at covert funding in Italy is a point to which I will return, however it is vital to note 

that despite similarities between the Italian and French cases, the US responded to the local 

situation in noticeably different ways. Although Caffery would come to play a significant role 

in the domestic French scene it was unlike Dunn‘s modus operandi in Rome.
40

 American 

policymakers anticipated a much greater crisis in Italy, which was aptly demonstrated by the 

fact that the first policy paper produced by the NSC dealt exclusively with the country. 

 
The departure of the Communists from the French government introduced a more 

stable ruling elite, albeit one in need of financial assistance. The DC were similarly free 

to govern without the left wing, however, facing new political challenges from both the 

Left and the far Right, De Gasperi recognized the opportunity to shore up his party by 

eliciting further political and economic help from the US. By taking advantage of his 

close relationship with Dunn, De Gasperi procured the Ambassador‘s backing by 

exploiting US apprehension of a Western Europe overrun by Communism by 

dramatizing his party‘s predicament; an approach augmented by Tarchiani in 

Washington.
41

 Dunn suggested the Truman Administration offer immediate backing to 

the DC and warned ‗if the proposed government does not receive some additional 

financial support it will not be able to resist the undermining efforts of the extreme 

Left‘.
42

 While the Italian government faced numerous problems, the DC‘s overtures 

were also motivated by a desire to solidify domestic hegemony and pursue their own 

foreign policy objectives. While a congenial relationship with the Americans was an 

immediate priority in light of upcoming elections, longer-term Italian objectives 

concerned reversing some of the terms of the Peace Treaty, the fate of Trieste, the former 

colonies, and Italy‘s standing within Europe.
43

  
Nevertheless, the immediate economic situation in Western Europe grew bleak and it 

was the newly created Policy Planning Staff that was instructed to formulate the 

American response. Aside from the obvious financial aspect, the PPS also discerned a 

‗psychological‘ benefit the Marshall Plan offered, suggesting the Administration: 
 

Select some particular bottleneck or bottlenecks in the economic pattern of western 

Europe and institute immediate action which would bring to bear the full weight of this 

Government on the breaking of those bottlenecks. The purpose of this action would be 

on the one hand psychological – to put us on the offensive instead of the defensive, to 

convince the European peoples that we mean business, to serve as a catalyst for their 

hope and confidence, and to dramatize for our people the nature of Europe‘s problems 

and the importance of American assistance.
44
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However, the extent of financial problems facing Italy seemed to suggest to US 

officials that the DC might not even reach a stage where they could discuss the ERP. 

Unlike the previous United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration 

(UNRRA) fund, the Marshall Plan proposed an overarching multilateral economic 

assistance programme for the whole of Europe, which consequently drastically 

reduced the chances of emergency aid for immediate crises like Italy. The problem 

was exasperated by the fact Congress was still to approve the ERP. Dunn conveyed 

the situation in stark terms and concluded that US intervention was essential in 

determining whether Italy would turn East or West during the second half of 1947: 
 

The political situation in Italy has reached a point of delicate balance where the 
outcome between totalitarianism of extreme left and democracy may be decided by 
the extent to which outside aid will support the democratic elements in Italy who 
are attempting to meet the heretofore unchecked drive of the communists. Should 
the present effort to govern Italy without the communists fail, the future of the 

democracy in Italy may be seriously endangered.
45

 
 

 
A Strategy toward Italy? 
 
The National Security Act of July 1947 responded to the demands of waging a Cold 

War with the creation of a more cohesive foreign policymaking process through a 

better-coordinated and structured organization. Despite the overhaul, the National 

Security Council did not immediately come to supervise Washington‘s policy toward 

Italy. Instead, the working ad hoc arrangement established between various State 

Department agencies continued to lead the effort. Guidance came primarily from the 

Rome Embassy, the State Department‘s Italian specialists, and Kennan‘s PPS, with a 

working policy initiated on the recommendation of these bodies.  
However, the Truman Administration did grow noticeably more concerned about 

events in Europe, particularly with mounting civic unrest in Italy. During a Cabinet 

meeting early in the summer of 1947 Forrestal questioned how the US would 

respond to a ‗Russian demarche accompanied by simultaneous coups in France and 

Italy‘, which instigated a detailed military contingency plan for such a scenario. The 

PPS, and particularly Kennan, took charge of preparing the report, and, working 

from many of Dunn‘s assessments throughout the year, outlined a US response to a 

Communist takeover in northern Italy.
46

 The memo stressed the danger a 

Communist Italy posed to broader American Cold War objectives by nullifying 

achievements in Greece and Turkey, and undermining the US position in the Middle 

East. The significance of protecting Italy from a geo-strategic perspective was a 

point repeatedly raised by US officials and reiterated by Italian politicians, and has 

since been emphasized in the historiography of the period.
47

  
US fears were compounded by increasingly alarmist reports from Dunn that the Italian 

government stood on the ‗verge of a dollar crisis‘, which if unchecked would 

subsequently open the door for the PCI to ‗assume the Government by legal means‘.
48

 

An increase in strikes and demonstrations in Italy during September 1947 fuelled 
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further American anxiety for the future of De Gasperi‘s government. Coupled with the 

creation of the Cominform, the bipolarization of the Cold War was quickly imposed onto 

the Italian political stage as forces willing to work with the DC found themselves eligible 

for US help, while those reluctant to do so had the option to turn to the Left, or face 

political isolation. Indicative of Washington‘s stance, Acting Secretary of State Robert 

Lovett summarized that centrist Italian parties who took an oppositional stance toward 

the DC had ‗failed to perceive the issue in Italy today is between democracy and 

totalitarianism, rather than between individual political parties‘.
49

  
Towards the end of September the NSC first convened to deliberate and outline 

foreign policy issues, and the worsening Italian situation was top of the agenda.
50

 Yet it 

was not until November that the NSC produced its first directive, as the systematic 

approach the Council was supposed to facilitate did not provide prompt guidance for US 

efforts in Italy. With the country reported to be in a ‗state of flux‘ and facing deepening 

economic problems, President Truman called a special session of Congress to request 

interim aid for France and Italy in order to sustain the governments until Marshall Plan 

funds, which were yet to be approved, could begin.
51

  
When NSC 1/1 was eventually created it advised the Administration to offer full 

political and economic support to the DC and increase aid to the country. Many of the 

recommendations were along the lines Dunn had advocated, as was the instruction to 

‗actively combat Communist propaganda in Italy by an effective US information 

program and by all other practicable means, including the use of the unvouchered 

funds‘.
52

 Indeed, the directive did not represent originating policy as coordinated by the 

NSC, but was the amalgamation of ad hoc initiatives from the previous ten months 

brought together in one succinct document. As with subsequent versions of the NSC 1 

series, it did not introduce new ideas that had not already been utilized by the US in Italy. 

Furthermore, ‗unvouchered funds‘ had recently been used in France during the summer 

of 1947 where secret funds had been given to the Secretary of State to use at his 

discretion in support of anti-Communist labour forces.
53

 Once more, the activity had 

come about through close, if informal, collaboration between State Department officials 

and private figures in the American Labor Movement.  
A sharp upturn in violence in Italy during the rest of the year threatened to render 

NSC 1/1 obsolete, with growing public disaffection seen throughout the country in the 

form of worker strikes and demonstrations at rising prices, money shortages, and lack of 

basic amenities. The consequence of the notorious Soviet attack on the PCI and PCF at 

the inaugural Cominform meeting saw both parties mobilize as a result of pressure from 

Moscow, and although unaware of events in Poland, the State Department suggested the 

PCI was laying the groundwork for a challenge to De Gasperi‘s government and that the 

present Italian situation resembled a ‗pre-revolutionary stage‘.
54

 The sense of panic was 

reflected in Rome, where Dunn proposed that US troops due to depart Italy at the end of 

the year as part of the conditions of the Peace Treaty be relocated to Libya to enable a 

quick response to a Communist insurrection. Although analysts quickly dismissed the 

suggestion, the idea remained in the Ambassador‘s thoughts.
55

 Dunn‘s proposal was 

influenced by his assessment of the 
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lack of preparedness of Italian forces to put down a Communist insurrection, which 
De Gasperi did little to calm by insisting internal security services were organized 

but required further arms and equipment.
56

 The Prime Minister looked to exploit the 

Italian predicament to his own political advantage, but also served to exaggerate 
Italian vulnerability by painting a picture of complete dependence on the US.  

The sense of impending disaster, and the inability of the US to form a response to 

halt the slide, was in part placated by De Gasperi‘s expansion of his government to 

centrist parties in mid-December. Dunn welcomed the PSLI and Republican Party on 

the grounds they were ‗not likely to materially alter the Government‘s policies‘.
57

 

The new anti-Communist coalition was considered a ‗care-taker government‘ and 

was designed with the express intention of wooing working-class voters from the 

opposing left-wing PCI – PSI bloc. While the US considered the events through a 

bipolar mind frame, De Gasperi‘s motivation behind the enlargement responded as 

much to internal Italian considerations as to external Cold War pressures.
58

  
The delicate Italian situation threatened De Gasperi‘s own position and the inclusion 

of centrist parties helped solidify and maintain DC power. Significantly, the US 

continued to regard De Gasperi as the most important Italian politician and according to 

one prominent Italian historian, Dunn once more served as a ‗spokesman and amplifier‘ 

for the DC‘s cause.
59

 While the change was made in Italian self-interest, it also helped 

mask the fact that US strategy was dysfunctional and its efforts uncoordinated. National 

Security Council resolutions were not the driving force behind US foreign policy to Italy 

during 1947, as the key protagonists in the election case continued to be those who had 

worked on the issue throughout the year. 
 
 
A Strategy of Psychological Warfare? 
 
Running parallel to deliberations over Italy, the NSC also considered a strategy for 
propaganda and psychological warfare. Working from a report delivered by the State 
– Army – Navy – Air Force Coordinating Committee (SANACC) in October 1947, 
the NSC discussed a proposed ‗National Psychological Warfare Organization‘ that 
‗would be empowered to provide unified direction and authoritative coordination of 

the national psychological warfare efforts and activities‘.
60

 Discussion regarding 

‗black propaganda‘ also raised the issue of whether the CIA had the capability to 
engage in covert tactics. While the National Security Act had in fact contained a 

vague reference intending for the Agency to do so,
61

 senior CIA officials expressed 

a reluctance to undertake covert operations, psychological warfare or propaganda.
62

  
The conclusion to debates came with the inception of NSC 4 and the secret annex 4-A 

that authorized the US to engage in overt propaganda and ‗covert psychological 

operations‘ respectively.
63

 However, far from creating ‗unified direction and 

authoritative coordination‘, the directives served to cover up acute bureaucratic divisions 

among the foreign policymaking elite. While officials were happy to discuss the principle 

of a coordinating body, agencies were not inclined to commit to implementation, 

particularly with respect to clandestine activities. This was true of the 
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State Department, which was cautious not to compromise its official duties along 
with continued efforts at gaining approval for the ERP, but also for the CIA, with 
Director of Central Intelligence Roscoe Hillenkoetter adamant the Agency should 

not engage in covert actions.
64

  
While the division of the overt and covert elements between the State Department 

and CIA enabled the Administration to utilize both forms of psychological warfare 

without compromising Marshall‘s agency, it also undermined the Administration‘s 

capacity for a coordinated propaganda campaign. Instead, the separation of duties 

represented a compromise that not only failed in its immediate task of harmonizing 

official and clandestine instruments, but also in addressing the long-term objective 

of combating Communist propaganda. The Soviets had previously demonstrated the 

importance they attributed to a united and centralized propaganda offensive through 

the creation of the Cominform in September 1947. The eventual resolution to 

fractional and uncoordinated American efforts would come after the conclusion of 

the Italian crisis through the creation of a new agency that would take responsibility 

for covert activities from the CIA; a group that would also operate with relative 

autonomy and little oversight. Furthermore, the experience of the Italian campaign 

helped support the case for the new agency on account of what transpired in the 

months leading up to the April election. 
 
 
 
Mobilization and Intervention 
 
The turn of the year saw continued strikes and unrest in Italy and, more 
disconcertingly from the US perspective, the emergence of an efficiently organized 

grass-roots movement that enhanced the PCI‘s electoral prospects.
65

 US plans to 

counter the Communists encouraged further intervention from the Vatican through 
speeches by the Pope, while the spectre of a coup d’e´tat was never far, with the 

Embassy drawing up evacuation plans in the event of an uprising.
66

 Dunn suggested 

the DC was the only group capable of turning the tide, and since US support was 
considered essential to the maintenance of the Italian status quo, the rationale for 

greater American involvement was quickly established.
67

  
The Embassy led the way by attempting to establish ways of covertly funding the DC 

and PSLI. Dunn described the latter as a ‗dispirited group . . . of basic importance, and 

probably the only group in a position to wean laborers and factory workers away from 

the PSI and the Communists‘, but qualified that financial help ‗must come through 

channels not identifiable with the Embassy or American Government‘.
68

 Economic 

Advisor Paul Bonner initially attempted to channel the Embassy‘s Lire Fund to the DC 

and PSLI but having failed to find a secure method, advised the State Department to 

collect and dispatch funds through the American business community. Bonner 

coordinated ‗two avenues for getting these funds into the right hands, both of which 

avoid the use of anyone in this Embassy and should be fairly secure‘. Funds for the DC 

would be sent via a private New York bank while money for the PSLI would go through 
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prominent New York lawyer Sylvan Gotshal, who worked closely with the 

influential trade union leader David Dubinsky.
69

  
While Dunn was anxious not to entangle the Embassy in covert operations, he 

nevertheless made concerted efforts to facilitate avenues for the State Department to send 

secret funds. Given their ability and experience of working in Europe, private companies 

and American trade unions proved an invaluable ally, while also providing the required 

anonymity for the Administration.
70

 Pietro Ruffini a businessman representing the DC, 

and Giuseppe Faravelli, a PSLI Deputy, also made fundraising trips to the US during 

February and Dunn explicitly called on the Administration to provide funds to both by 

mobilizing the American private sector. The PSLI were again supported by US Labor, 

although some of these funds were also reported to originate from the Administration.
71

 

The Embassy‘s efforts were part of a broader governmental initiative of clandestinely 

supporting the Italian government through a range of schemes, from providing arms to 

security forces, to laundering money through private bank accounts which was 

subsequently ‗donated‘ to CIA front organizations.
72

  
The largest mobilization was seen in terms of the propaganda campaign urging 

Italian voters to defeat the left-wing bloc. Emanating from both the US and Italy, 

tremendous energies were poured into reaching the masses and persuading them to 

turn out to reject Communism. The American government organized large spectacles 

to accompany the arrival of aid ships and the ‗Friendship Train‘, both of which 

collected supplies in the US before distributing them around Europe. An ‗extensive 

information program‘ of short films, documentaries, TV and radio broadcasts were 

beamed into the country, along with increased activity from the VoA. Hollywood 

entered the campaign with appeals by famous Italian-Americans such as Frank 

Sinatra, Joe Di Maggio, and Bing Crosby for voters to reject Communism, and 

prominent Italian-American entrepreneurs and press barons organized large-scale 

letter-writing campaigns aimed at people in the motherland.
73

 Dunn himself visibly 

entered the debate, delivering approximately 40 speeches in the lead-up to the 

election. Particularly noteworthy were those to commemorate the arrival of US aid 

shipments, addresses at fundraising balls and dinner parties, and while touring a 

children‘s hospital. While always diplomatic, one New York Times correspondent 

noted that ‗a few of them also contained indirect, but unmistakable, warnings that 

American aid would cease if Italy were to go Communist‘.
74

  
The US government supported and actively encouraged the mobilization of private 

groups, expediting postal deliveries and announcing their intention to invoke an 

antiquated immigration law from 1924 to ban Italians who voted Communist from 

entering the country.
75

 Efforts to diplomatically support the DC were also made on 

an international front alongside the British and French governments. This was 

particularly noticeable in the aftermath of the Czech coup, an event which also had a 

galvanizing effect on Congressional passage of the Marshall Plan. The three-party 

Allied declaration for the return of Trieste to Italy and the creation of a French – 

Italian customs union, both weeks before the election, were designed with the 

specific intention of winning the propaganda war.
76
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Despite the numerous activities in progress, there was a distinct lack of overarching 

US coordination of the various schemes. The NSC produced the second version of its 

directive for Italy at the start of February but did not debate the document until 11 

March, when they convened to also discuss NSC 1/3.
77

 The recommendations of NSC 

1/2 were therefore of no significance to the US approach during a period of rising tension 

for the future of Italy. This urgency was reflected in the title of NSC 1/3 in March, which 

addressed ‗the position of the US with respect to Italy in light of the possibility of 

Communist participation in the government by legal means‘. The directive encouraged 

an all-out campaign to prevent the PCI from coming to power, while explicitly ordering 

the Administration to ‗immediately provide campaign funds from unvouchered and 

private sources‘ to the DC and PSLI.
78

  
Although NSC 1/3 recommended dramatic involvement in the election campaign, as 

was the case with the first paper in the series, it did not outline a new US approach from 

the one currently in operation. The effort to use ‗unvouchered funds‘ had been underway 

for months thanks to the efforts of the Rome Embassy, the CIA, American Labor and 

private corporations. Instead of formulating a comprehensive strategy to deal with the 

Italian situation, NSC 1/3 formally sanctioned ongoing US activities and urged for an 

intensification of efforts in the final month of the campaign. Truman approved both NSC 

1/2 and 1/3 in their entireties on 15 March, meaning there was a three-month gap 

between the authorization of NSC 1/1 in December and the second and third papers in 

March; barely one month before Italians would go to the polls.
79

 The overlooked 

historical interpretation of the NSC 1 series, which were in effect two directives, was that 

they did not form American policy in Italy but sanctioned existing activities that had 

originated in a response to the situation on the ground. 
 
 
American ‗Success‘ and the Move to Political Warfare 
 
Reports from the Embassy and Consulates throughout Italy became notably buoyant 

toward the end of March with news of the Left losing ground. While the prospect of a 

Communist coup d’e´tat was never completely discounted, by the eve of the election the 

prospect of an insurrection was deemed unlikely. Dunn even observed, ‗optimism 

verging on over-confidence‘ within government circles and, while noting the DC‘s 

contribution to the turnaround, attributed the change in public sentiment to ‗popular 

realization of [the] importance of US aid programs‘. Dunn emphasized US efforts to 

assist the DC and PSLI, singling out his Embassy staff who had worked ‗informally and 

confidentially with members of [the] Italian Government on publicity programs 

emphasizing important American help to Italy‘.
80

 The confidence was not misplaced in 

that the election result brought the DC a victory of unexpected proportions as the party 

received 48.5 per cent of the vote and, significantly for their longer term agenda, a 

majority in the lower chamber of parliament. All other political groups recorded figures 

significantly lower than expected.  
In a post-election summary of the initiatives undertaken during the election campaign, 

Dunn singled out the Embassy‘s ‗political action committee‘ for its role in 
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using friendly sources to support anti-Communist groups. The Ambassador noted his 

own efforts of making speeches ‗in various parts of Italy on every appropriate 

occasion, to explain the role and true purpose of American aid‘. Dunn‘s efforts even 

led to a collection of his speeches later being published as a book.
81

 What is striking 

about the nature of Dunn‘s self-congratulation was not its conceitedness – for this 

sentiment was commonplace among the Administration – but because it was 

symptomatic of a perception that US efforts had been the crucial element in 

defeating Communism.  
Above all, the perception of success represents the legacy of the US experience 

in Italy. As such, recognition of the local elements that contributed to the election 

outcome was lost amid the euphoria of US policymakers. Italian-based scholarship 

has helped to demonstrate that De Gasperi‘s victory owed more to indigenous factors 

since the mobilization of Italian society relied more on the DC and particularly the 

Vatican, whose efforts were based on a grassroots movement coordinated by Luigi 

Gedda‘s Civic Committees, which utilized the Church‘s ‗capillary-like network of 

parishes and lay organizations‘.
82

 In a country with a high level of illiteracy and 

where the Catholic Church enjoyed a prominent position, religious intervention was 

certain to influence many votes.
83

 Yet it is even simplistic to suggest Italian 

Catholicism won the day, since many republicans, anti-clerical liberals and 

secularists did not share a Christian Democracy agenda but, in regarding 

Communism as the greater evil, embraced the electoral zeitgeist.  
In overemphasizing both the likelihood of a Communist accession to power and its 

own efforts to prevent it, the US ‗became a legend in its own mind‘.
84

 Indeed, 

constricted Cold War thinking encouraged a bipolar mindset that saw Communism 

behind every disturbance and determined that US officials would overlook the 

nuances of Italian politics and society. The relative calm witnessed in the last days 

before the election were in marked contrast to the frenzied activities seen in the 

proceeding three months, yet it was never considered that US reports could have 

overemphasized the threat from the Left. Of past and future ambassadors, Dunn was 

the most astute and empathetic to Italian concerns, but even his analysis espoused 

this sentiment. Furthermore, his proximity to the DC and especially De Gasperi gave 

added prestige to the party most amiable to the American position regarding 

Communism in Western Europe. The notion of De Gasperi over-exaggerating the 

extent of Italian problems to foster US intervention was never adequately considered.  
Of all the lessons the Italian campaign could have taught, the overwhelming 

sentiment was for the US to avoid another ad hoc, informal application of covert 

initiatives in a foreign crisis. Days after the election result, the PPS called for the 

‗Inauguration of Organized Political Warfare‘ and elucidated: 
 

Having assumed greater international responsibilities than ever before in our history 

and having been engaged by the full might of the Kremlin‘s political warfare, we 
cannot afford to leave unmobilized our resources for covert political warfare. We 

cannot afford in the future, in perhaps more serious political crises, to scramble into 

impromptu covert operations as we did at the time of the Italian elections.
85
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The sentiment was shared inside the Administration

86
 and also outside, with the CIA 

survey group delivering an interim report that strongly advocating centralized 

planning and coordination of covert operations and intelligence. Led by expert 

covert warrior Allen Dulles and comprised of other non-government figures, it 

warned that ‗farming out‘ clandestine activities would ‗jeopardize their effectiveness 

and involve serious security risks‘, adding that grave problems would arise if 

‗several unrelated and uncorrelated clandestine operations [were] carried out in such 

sensitive areas as those behind the Iron Curtain‘.
87

  
For covert operations to be effective they had to be better organized and to work in 

tandem with overt facets of US foreign policy. Once more, while there was a consensus 

within the NSC, there were disparate opinions as to how the arrangement was to be 

institutionalized and directed.
88

 Further bureaucratic wrangling eventually abated 

through another compromise solution with the creation of a new covert operations 

agency which, nominally housed in the CIA, was to receive instruction primarily from 

Kennan‘s PPS. Even the appointment of Frank Wisner as Director of the inconspicuously 

titled Office of Policy Coordination (OPC) represented a concession on behalf of the PPS 

Director.
89

 NSC 10/2 proved a watershed in US foreign policy not only in creating the 

OPC, but in establishing a strategy that brought together overt and covert means with an 

agency committed to implementation, closely tied to the US government‘s key Cold War 

strategists. This development was accelerated and influenced in no small degree by the 

US experience in Italy. Scholarship to date has tended to consider issues such as strategy 

and individual cases like Italy as separate entities, when in reality there was a much 

closer relationship and overlap between the two. In the years 1947 –48 the development 

of US Cold War strategy was influenced by, and had a reciprocal affect on, the Italian 

case. 
 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
In the aftermath of the election result, the New York Times praised US intervention and 

singled out Dunn for ‗a fine job of roughhouse diplomacy‘.
90

 Scholars have since noted 

the extraordinary nature of his work, with one historian stating, ‗no Soviet ambassador in 

either Eastern or Western Europe – in fact, few ambassadors anywhere – ever entered so 

publicly and vigorously into a local election campaign as did U.S. ambassador to Italy 

James Dunn‘.
91

 While the details of the Ambassador‘s activities are fascinating in and of 

themselves, they only highlight the superficial importance of his role. For Dunn‘s efforts 

had much broader and more far-reaching significance, coming at a time when the entire 

US foreign policymaking structure was reorganized and thus required proactive 

initiatives to fill policy and operational voids in the transitional period. As attempts were 

made to form a comprehensive strategy to combat perceived Soviet-directed world 

Communism, and with discussions at a standstill, Italy developed into an immediate 

crisis, which was salvaged through an ad hoc application of ‗all means short of war‘. 

During a period of limited coordination and direction, 
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individuals on the ground like Dunn were crucial in helping to drive forward 
important overt and covert initiatives for the US government.  

The Italian case served as a catalyst for discussions aimed at unifying political, 
economic, military, psychological, and cultural initiatives to fight a total war against 

the Soviet Union.
92

 The experience helped PPS strategists to outline the case for 

Political Warfare: 
 

This Government has, of course, in part consciously and in part unconsciously, been 

conducting political warfare. Aggressive Soviet political warfare has driven us overtly 
first to the Truman Doctrine, next to ERP, then to sponsorship of Western Union, and 

finally into the covert activities in which we engaged during the Italian elections. This 

was all political warfare and should be recognized as such.
93

 
 
However, in expanding Political Warfare, the relevance of local factors to general 

US strategy was even further removed. In Italy the contributions of domestic 

protagonists were overlooked, but while the broader motives of Italian allies differed, 

the ultimate goal of preventing a Communist victory at the polls mirrored that of the 

US objective. Underlying tensions were subsequently obscured; however, the US 

failure to acknowledge the interaction between local dimensions and its own strategy 

would become increasingly problematic as the Cold War theatre enlarged beyond 

Western Europe. These issues were brought to the fore as Political Warfare extended 

into Eastern Europe and Asia, and was embodied in the US approach to crises in 

these regions. Changes in personnel and bureaucracy, particularly the replacement of 

Kennan with Paul Nitze as PPS Director, also brought about significant shifts in 

strategic focus, the overall direction of US foreign policy, and continued efforts at 

coordinating Political Warfare.  
Yet even the nature of the US ‗success‘ in the 1948 Italian election must be 

considered in light of the future state of relations between American administrations 

and the Italian government. As concern for Italy receded following the result of April 

1948, the US lost track of future developments in the country. Instead of a reliable 

ally that would secure US interests in the Mediterranean, the Christian Democrats 

differed from the US with regard to breaking the PCI and its domination over the 

Italian trade union movement, and embarked on a programme of reconstructing Italy 

according to a different vision to the one hoped for in Washington.
94

  
In many respects, the US– DC partnership represented a ‗marriage of interests‘ that 

held together until April 1948 but rapidly deteriorated after the election.
95

 The decline 

was so profound that by the time of the next national election in June 1953, the US was 

once more anxious to prevent a Communist victory at the polls. Policy toward Italy was 

again in doubt, yet the irony was that the PCI was no longer regarded as the sole culprit, 

since the US now considered the DC to be also part of the problem. The new hawkish 

Ambassador to Rome, Clare Boothe Luce, suggested the Eisenhower Administration stop 

providing the Italian Government with covert aid and political support since the DC had 

shown no intention of tackling the PCI, and thus eliminating their main rationale for 

continued US assistance. Luce declared ‗after five 
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years and half billion dollars of overt aid and large amounts of covert aid, the leaders 
of the ―democratic parties‖ are telling us today, just as they told us in 1948, that the 
only alternative to Communist victory at the polls is for us to keep them and their 

parties on a permanent handout basis‘.
96

  
Yet this remained a constant complaint of US officials toward anti-Communist 

Italian parties. Throughout the 1960s, although the Kennedy and Johnson 

Administrations dealt with a government that had ‗opened‘ to incorporate the non-

Communist Left, the Italian political status quo continued to request covert 

assistance by invoking the spectre of a PCI-dominated Italy. While acknowledging 

the covert action programme as a ‗necessary evil‘, National Security Advisor 

McGeorge Bundy deplored the Italian approach, describing it an ‗annual shame‘.
97

 

However, the US preoccupation with defeating global Communism dictated that 

covert financial assistance would be furnished on those opposing the PCI. Such 

operations, which had begun during the first post-war Italian election, became a 

regular feature of US involvement in national elections in the country; a further 

illustration of the legacy of the 1948 campaign.
98

 While details of the sums that 

exchanged hands continue to intrigue and fascinate, the amounts are in many 

respects irrelevant since they do not reveal how, and for what purpose, recipients 

utilized these funds. Such issues continued to be of secondary importance for the US 

in its crusade against Communism, as was an appreciation of how local dimensions 

featured in attempts at an American strategy to win the Cold War. 
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